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ABSTRACT
This study investigated how formative assessment implemented in a fifth grade
mathematics classroom with a student response system and a student self-evaluative tool affected
student self-assessment. Data were collected through individual student and focus group
interviews, self-assessment sheets, and teacher reflections.
Formative assessment is a low stakes classroom assessment that is an assessment for
learning. This study used a student response system to convey feedback from the formative
assessment to both students and teacher during instruction. The student self-assessment sheet
was implemented to provide a more dynamic level of feedback for students than what could be
provided through the student response system alone.
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INTRODUCTION
Formative assessment gives teachers useful information to proactively guide their
instruction ("Intelligent Uses for ARRA Funding: Technology Based Formative Assessment,"
n.d.). However, are we missing opportunities to develop student use of this information?
Teachers are increasing technology integration into assessment with student response systems
such as SMART Clickers (“SMART Technologies Research,” n.d.). A student response system
is a wireless system that allows teachers to request information or ask questions which students
can digitally respond to using a hand-held device and send their information through a receiver
(“What is a Student Response System,” n.d.). A benefit of implementing a student response
system is that it provides real time data for teachers and students. These data can be
disseminated and displayed immediately to improve student performance, guide the teacher to a
new direction during a lesson, and create a culture of student self-critique or self-assessment.
However, current trends in the literature indicate that while these systems provide helpful
feedback for the teacher, this is not the case for students.
Literature indicates that formative assessment is correlated with increased student
achievement (Black & Wiliam, 1998). Research also indicates that self-assessment can be used
as a vehicle for academic success (Bercher, 2012). This study attempted to do both.
The goal of this research was to use the instructional method of formative assessment and
a student self-assessment tool to inform a teacher of student learning and improve student
ownership of learning. This study focused on my practice of creating and implementing, with
the participating teacher, a self-assessment tool for fifth grade students and to use in conjunction
1

with a student response system for providing formative assessment feedback to students and their
teacher. The need for this study stems from two parts. The first is geared toward the teacher to
defeat the uncertainty of where students are in their learning, thus the need to implement
formative assessments. The second part of this study centers on the student. My goal was to
create a student self-assessment tool to use in conjunction with formative assessments. Through
this study I aimed to provide the teacher access to information regarding where her students were
in their learning on a given set of tasks so that the teacher could use this knowledge in her
instruction and the students could use it to guide their own learning. Specifically, I investigated
the question: How does my practice of facilitating formative assessments using a student
response system with a fifth grade teacher and students impact student assessment of learning?
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LITERATURE REVIEW
Support from the literature for exploration of student involvement in the assessment
process comes from two general areas: formative assessment and student self-evaluation of
learning. In addition to these areas I also examined student response systems and how they
influenced formative assessment, and how through developing and implementing the selfassessment tool students can create their own descriptive feedback. This chapter includes
research and literature describing and connecting these areas.
Assessments
Popham (2005) defines assessment as, “a formal attempt to determine students’ status
with respect to educational variables of interest” (p. 6). Within assessment, there are specific
types of assessment that are conducted in different ways and serve different purposes; they are
formative assessment, summative assessment, and diagnostic assessment. This chapter describes
these different forms of assessment and the educational variables of interest vested in each.
Formative assessment is an assessment for learning (Leahy, Lyon, Thompson, & Wiliam,
2005). A purpose of formative assessment is for teachers to gain a clear portrayal of where their
students are in their learning (Black & Wiliam, 2004b). Formative assessment is different from
summative or diagnostic assessment. Formative assessment gives the teacher a cloudless view
into the erudition of each student.
Summative assessment measures what the student has learned after instruction has taken
place, an assessment of learning (Danielson, 2008). Stereotypically summative assessments have
little impact on learning as it is happening, as the measurement results are commonly seen well
3

after the learning process, and the class has moved on to a new topic of learning. Leahy et al.
(2005) described summative assessment as “information (that) arrived too late to be useful” (p.
19). Summative assessments are used as a main source for grades. Examples of summative
assessment are: end of chapter or unit exams and high stakes testing typically conducted by state
departments of education. The No Child Left Behind Act of 2002 aggrandized high-stakes
summative assessment and amplified its influence in education. Test scores were now the
business of learning, but increased test scores have not always paralleled with student learning.
Research conducted by Pedulla et al. (2003) reported that approximately 40% of teachers
sought out ways to raise test scores on high-stakes state tests without improving student learning.
Correspondingly a research study by Hoffman, Assaf, and Paris (2001) whose sample consisted
of over 200 educators reported that, “half of the respondents did not believe that the increases in
TAAS (Texas high-stake summative assessment) scores were the result of higher levels of
student learning” (P. 488). There is hope, Abrams (2007) believes that it is possible for
formative assessment and summative assessment to coexist, but this will only take place when
student achievement is viewed as student learning, not an increase in test scores. Abrams
continues in her literature by stating, “Greater use of formative assessments will enable teachers
to work toward achieving the policy aims of test-based accountability (high-stakes summative
testing) while also engaging in thoughtful, effective learning” (2007, p. 94). This perspective
exhibits using formative assessment in the classroom for productive learning, and will drive the
need for summative assessment to ensure responsibility of student achievement.
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Another form of assessment is diagnostic assessment which is to, “determine individuals’
strengths and weaknesses” (Popham, 2005, p.8). An affirming quality of diagnostic assessment
is that it does provide teachers information on which student weaknesses to address and can
inform their lesson plans (Brookhart, 2010). A downfall to diagnostic assessments is that the
majority of benchmarks or standards that are assessed are not the current standards the students
are working on in the classroom, which can mean the information may not influence current
classroom instruction. Brookhart goes further in stating, “an important aspect of formative
assessment is that teachers and students use the information” (p. 4). In differentiating between
diagnostic assessment and formative assessment; diagnostic assessment teachers are given
information on student weaknesses that they may utilize or not. In formative assessment both
teachers and students are given the information and use it to modify immediate learning. A
diagnostic assessment is used in schools when placing students in a remedial or accelerated
program. Both summative and diagnostic assessments have been used for evaluative purposes.
Using these assessments in this way gives teachers and administrators the ability to evaluate and
rank students.

Figure 1: Example of a question that could be used for any assessment.
5

A teacher can utilize any type of assessment necessary for their needs. I will show how a
single question could be used for summative, diagnostic, and formative assessments individually.
The question from Figure 1 could be used for summative assessment, after learning has taken
place, if the teacher wants to assess what the student has learned. The question from Figure 1
could be exemplified for diagnostic assessment if the teacher uses it in a pre-test to see student
strengths and weaknesses and the teacher can customize instruction based on the results. The
question from Figure 1 could be used in formative assessment during instruction. The teacher
will be able to see which students are having trouble in their learning and can assist them at that
moment and adjust instruction as it is happening. Formative assessment also gives the student
access to the data which can be used to guide their learning. It is not necessarily the type of
questions that set these assessments apart, but how the assessment is purposed.
Each assessment type has its place in education, but summative and diagnostic tests have
impacted teaching methods by reducing the use of assessment to help learning (Harlen, 2009).
The forthcoming discussion of the literature will highlight the benefits of formative assessments
and its potential to impact classroom learning.

Formative Assessment
Teachers use formative assessments to make decisions “intended to improve unsuccessful
yet still modifiable instruction” (Popham, 2005, p.8). Formative assessment is an assessment
that supports learning (Wiliam & Thompson, 2008) in that the teacher has built in time to adapt
instruction if needed based on information from the formative assessment. Formative
6

assessment for learning is used to adapt, modify, and direct instruction (Larson, et al. 2012).
With formative assessment, the assessment is integrated “as an extension of the learning process
rather than an add-on, or an end to the endeavor” (LeMathieu & Reilly, 2004, p. 193). Formative
assessment is used immediately to make adjustments so as to form new learning (Shepard, 2008).
An example, or strategy, of using assessments instantly is a teacher utilizing student
whiteboards after they have worked through a problem. Students would hold up their
whiteboards with their answer showing the teacher. The purpose of this is for a teacher to get a
sense of where her students are in their learning. Now based on this informal observation the
teacher can adjust the direction of the lesson based on the student responses.
The concept of formative assessment has been turbulent. According to Black and Wiliam
(2004a) “many teachers and researchers have misunderstood the term.” (p. 22). A common
misconception is that testing more frequently makes that testing formative (Wiliam &
Thompson, 2008). The term formative assessment is often misused in the United States and used
within school districts for high stakes testing predictions that are really “early-warning
summative” (Wiliam & Thompson, 2008, p. 60). Wiliam and Thompson (2008) continue to
argue that, “the uses of assessment to support learning and to certify the achievements of
individuals are so fundamentally in tension that the same assessments cannot serve both
functions adequately” (p. 59).
Formative assessment is an instructional method that allows teachers to monitor learning
progress of students that is or is not taking place (Popham, 2005). Formative assessment gives
the teacher an evidence capture of where in the learning process a student is (McLaren, 2012).
7

Through this student monitoring using formative assessment, teachers have invaluable
oppurtunities to modify and differentiate their teaching strategies to best fit student needs during
instruction.
Paul Black and Dylan Wiliam are notable researchers on formative assessment. In 1998,
Black & Wiliam found that “studies show that innovations that include strengthening the practice
of formative assessment produce significant and often substantial learning gains” (p. 140). Black
and Wiliam (1998) go on to conclude that “formative assessment helps low achievers more than
other students and so reduces the range of achievement while raising achievement overall” (p.
141). In this study, teachers used formative assessment data to monitor student learning on a
day-to-day basis, or within the time span of a unit (Black and Wiliam, 1998).
Student Response Systems
This study looked to improve upon using formative assessment not just from day to day,
but actually having the ability to access where students are in their learning the very moment it is
taking place during a lesson. A student response system provides a teacher that insight into
student learning during current instruction in real time while the learning is happening, rather
than after the lesson, or through indirect observations. Student response systems have added a
new dimension to student learning that improves student achievement through the vehicle of
formative assessment (Hepplestone, 2011). The teacher now has easily readable data to show
how the class scored on a formative assessment as well as how each individual student scored.
The teacher can adapt instruction in real time during the learning process. Leahy et al use the
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term “hingepoint” (2005, p.22) because the teacher can direct the lesson in a number of paths
based on student learning.
Some researchers believe that these processes are already taking place in a classroom that
uses student response systems, however many teachers are not implementing corrective
formative strategies to use the system to its potential (Waters, 2012). Many teachers may use it
when asking questions during a lesson but the students do not have to sign in and they enter their
answers in “Anonymous Mode”. This does not give the teacher detailed information for each
student. Anonymous Mode provides a basic polling feature for the teacher, meaning the teacher
can see class data. This does not give the teacher the full benefit or insight of the data to see
precisely each individual student answer. Student response systems may also be only used as a
tool for summative assessments. A teacher has the ability to use this tool with summative
assessment. When used this way the students input their answers and the student response
system software will grade the assessment for the teacher, as well as generate reports.
Feedback
A downfall to the current student response system is the level of feedback. Student
response systems do provide instantaneous feedback which is a characteristic of instructional
best practices (Barker, 2011). However, the feedback from student response systems only
provides students with a right or wrong answer. Literature shows that feedback of just right or
wrong answers is insufficient. Feedback on formative assessment can be more effective as it
shows a student his or her strengths, weaknesses, and next steps. (Larson et al. 2012). Formative
assessments require descriptive narrative feedback (LeMathieu & Reilly, 2004). This descriptive
9

feedback can take place in a variety of forms such as oral feedback or written comments.
“Formative assessments provide specific standards-based feedback that leads to improved
student achievement” (Burke, 2010, p. 119). Feedback is most effective when it helps move the
student forward in their learning (Shepard, 2005).
Most student response systems provide a low level of feedback for students. Many
systems provide the student information if his or her answer was correct or incorrect. In some
cases student response systems will provide the student who answered incorrectly, with the
correct answer. For students receiving knowledge that their answer was correct or incorrect is
ineffective feedback (Sadler, 1989). Robust, descriptive feedback does impact student learning.
“Feedback enables learning by providing information that can be used to improve and enhance
future performance.” (Hepplestone, 2011, p. 117). In summative assessments feedback provided
by the teacher can be descriptive through comments, but does it impact immediate student
learning? The answer is no, the data or information from summative assessments are attained by
the student well after the learning of that topic has ceased. If a teacher could give immediate,
descriptive feedback during a lesson while the student is in the midst of learning it would be an
amazing feat. The issue is that for one teacher with an average of 20 students per classroom,
there just is not enough time to give that robust, descriptive feedback to all students. But what if
we could instill in our students ways to assess and reflect on their learning and thus create
feedback for themselves?
Student response systems provide valuable data for teachers during formative
assessments, but bestow lackluster feedback for students. This study combats the formidable
10

dilemma of poor feedback from student response systems by developing student self-assessment
which could be the authentic feedback vessel for students.
Self-Assessment
Self-assessment refers to the involvement of learners in making judgments about their
own learning (Boud & Falchikov, 1989). By embedding self-assessment into instruction,
students evaluate and monitor their own learning; students become custodians of their learning
experience (Danielson, 2008). Brew (2009) states, “through self-assessment students benefit by
becoming more confident, independent and reflective learners, and they obtain a deeper
understanding of the required learning” (p. 642). Teachers that enacted a self-assessment
method in their classroom showed greater learning gains (Shepard, 2005).
Student self-assessment is within the Common Core State Standards (CCSS) of
Mathematics. The CCSS deliver Standards for Mathematical Practice, which describe to
educators at all grade levels to develop in their students an assortment of proficiency in
mathematics (“Common Core State Standards Initiative” n.d.). For example in Standard for
Mathematical Practice One: Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them, students
showing expertise with this Standard for Mathematical Practice will, “...monitor and evaluate
their progress...Mathematically proficient students check their answers to problems…and
continually ask themselves, “Does this make sense?” (“Common Core State Standards Initiative”
n.d.).
Formative assessment strategies provide teachers with advantageous information or
feedback. By tying formative assessment with current technology, a student response system,
11

that information can be accessed instantly by the teacher and student. With these data the
teacher can adjust instruction as needed, and students can use these data and their student selfassessment strategies to monitor and adjust their learning as needed.
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METHODOLOGY
Introduction
The focus of this study was on my practice of creating a self-assessment tool for fifth
grade students, to use in conjunction with a student response system and their teacher for
providing formative assessment feedback. By students having access to formative assessment
data through the student response system and their own descriptive feedback through their selfassessment tool, the goal was for students to develop an ownership of their learning.
In this study qualitative research was conducted. Instructional methods were scrutinized
through the use of formative assessments by the teacher. The teacher and I collaborated on the
self-assessment tool that gave students a greater stake in their learning process that fit well with
formative assessments. Data were collected from formative assessments, teacher reflections, the
student self-assessment tool, and student and focus group interviews. All research activities
(teacher reflections, student and focus group interviews, and self-assessment sheets) were
voluntary, and the students had the choice to not answer while participating in research activities.
Setting
The school setting in which this research took place was an urban public elementary
school in central Florida. The demographics of the school were 61% White- Non Hispanic, 27%
Hispanic, 4% Black, and 8% Other. The demographics of the students that participated in this
study were similar. The percentage of the student population qualifying for free and reduced
lunch was 56%.
13

The participating teacher had eight years of experience in education. She was certified in
elementary education kindergarten to sixth grade. The teacher was also certified in English for
Speakers of Other Languages. All eight years have been in a fifth grade classroom, and she had
taught mathematics for all eight years.
The human research was conducted in a fifth grade classroom that was comprised of 12
male and 8 female students. The grade level was departmentalized and this fifth grade class was
shared between two teachers, their homeroom teacher specializing in mathematics and science,
while the other specialized in language arts and social studies. All academics were taught to the
same group of students.
This study focused on the area of mathematics and the following descriptions are for the
mathematics classroom. The technology in the classroom was made up of one teacher laptop,
five student desktops, one Elmo document camera, one SMART interactive whiteboard 600
series, and a SMART Student Response System, which included a SMART Receiver and 24
SMART Clickers. The seating in the classroom invited cooperative learning and discussion as
they were formed in groups of three to five.
This study was reviewed and approved (Appendix A) by the Institutional Review Board
(IRB) of the University. The principal of the school approved the study. Parental consent forms
(Appendix B) were signed and returned for all students participating in the study. The student
assent letter was read aloud, examined, and student questions were encouraged. The
participating teacher also received an Explanation of Research document, see Appendix C. All
documents were kept in a secure location consistent with IRB requirements.
14

Study Procedures
This was a minimal to no risk study; the participants were under age 18. This study took
place over a five-week period, from May 2013 to June 2013. A sample of five students was
chosen to participate in the interviews and focus groups of the study. The sample was chosen
based on the students’ differing mathematics abilities, and chosen by the teacher. The students
in this study were instructed for 60 minutes of mathematics daily. The curriculum was based on
Common Core State Standards. The resource used for general instruction was Chapter 7 in Go
Math! Florida Common Core (Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, 2013).
Student Self-Assessment Methods
The student self-assessment tool was used during mathematics instruction for all students.
The student self-assessment tool was called the “modus operandi” or MO sheet. The selfassessment tool took no longer than ten minutes to complete during mathematics class time, and
as with all research activities was voluntary. An example of the front of the MO, the selfassessment section is provided in Appendix D. Appendix E represents the assessment criteria
with student examples of best practices after the creation of the assessment criteria. Each student
had a fresh copy of the MO for every mathematics lesson. This fresh copy for each lesson
consisted of the front of the MO which included the self-assessment and on the back were the
assessment criteria and student examples of best practices when answering a mathematics
question.
The MO was two-sided and was divided into two sections on the front, one for each
formative assessment question, and consisted of assessment criteria on the back. I created the
15

MO sheet with the goal of having students self-assess their learning process. Input and
modifications from the participating teacher weighed in on the final creation of the MO sheet.
There were two formative assessment questions for each mathematics lesson.
The teacher spent approximately 45 minutes outside of mathematics instruction to
construct and practice using the MO self-assessment tool with students before actual
implementation during the mathematics lessons. This was a collaborative process as students
discussed with peers and evaluated and modified parts of the MO. At the same time it was a
teacher guided process but emphasis was placed on insuring the instrument was student created,
to hopefully lead to greater ownership. After creating the self-assessment portion of the
instrument, assessment criteria were built on the back of the page for continuity of what
constituted an acceptable mathematics solution of best practice. This performance criterion was
modeled after 5th Grade Math Journals (“5th Grade Math Journals” n.d.). Once assessment
criteria were confirmed between the teacher and students, the student examples of mathematics
best practices were captured into one cohesive example and became part of the MO sheet that
students used on a daily basis.
Formative Assessment: SMART Notebook
Before each lesson I prepared two formative assessment multiple choice questions within
SMART Notebook software. These questions were word problems that aligned with the lesson
the students and teacher were working on that day. The use of the SMART Notebook software,
SMART Student Response System, and SMART Interactive Whiteboard were chosen because
the school district where this study took place transitioned, approximately 5 years ago, to
16

standardize these tools across all schools within the district. SMART Notebook is software that
contains many tools and features for teachers to create and deliver engaging interactive lessons
(“SMART Technologies Education Solutions”, n.d.). Some tools within the SMART Notebook
software are: multiple pen tools, highlighter, shapes, ruler, text, capturing tool, and a multitude of
interactive tools to manipulate content. SMART Notebook allows the teacher to save all files
created within SMART Notebook. An empty Notebook page is shown in Figure 2.
The Notebook file I created for the participating teacher contained two formative
assessment questions per lesson, with ten lessons in the Chapter 7 Go Math! Common Core
curriculum. Multiplying fractions and mixed numbers was the skills implemented in chapter 7.
The formative assessment questions were used with the Student Response System and the digital
pages of the Student Edition. The capturing tool within SMART Notebook was used to capture
the student pages from the publisher’s website, Thinkcentral.com, as shown in Figure 3. This
was constructed for the teacher to be able to digitally manipulate the file on the SMARTboard
using the tools within SMART Notebook software. The teacher had displayed through the
SMARTboard exactly what the students were manipulating through their hard copy text that was
right in front of them. The teacher had the ability to write, highlight, add textboxes, add new
pages, erase, and save the digital file using the tools within SMART Notebook software. If the
teacher had used the publisher’s digital student edition pages through a web browser, she would
not have had the ability to save or add new pages as in SMART Notebook.

17

Figure 2: An empty SMART Notebook File

Figure 3: A screen capture of the digital student edition into SMART Notebook.

The capturing of the student edition pages was a two-step process, as I had to capture the
two halves of the page separately for best fit. Within SMART Notebook software the teacher
18

also had the option to add new pages if needed. Using the Elmo document camera the teacher
had the availability to capture student work and place it directly into the SMART Notebook file
to manipulate, and display through the SMARTboard.
There were two formative assessment questions within each mathematics lesson, for ten
lessons during this study. The formative assessment questions used were based off of the
“common errors” or PARCC Test Prep Coach sections within the teachers’ edition of the Go
Math! series. The common errors gave insight to teachers student mistakes that will most likely
occur with that particular skill. In each Go Math lesson there were one or two questions based
on addressing common errors and PARCC Test Prep questions. When there was only one
common error or Test Prep Coach question, I created the second question. See figures 4 and 5 to
show examples of the common error or Test Prep Coach sections from the teacher edition or that
I created.

Figure 4: An example of one type of formative assessment questions chosen from the teacher
edition.
19

Figure 5: Example of a common error question with its description taken from the teacher
edition.

The common errors and PARCC Test Prep questions were chosen based on the
information the teacher edition provided for teachers. For example, in figure 4 the PARCC Test
Prep question gives the teacher valuable information if the student answered the formative
assessment incorrectly. It provides the teacher information on what most likely was the cause of
the student mistake.
A detailed view of a formative assessment question is in Figure 6. Figure 6 shows the
use of a pull tab within the SMART Notebook file. I created an interactive pull tab for each
formative assessment question that would hide outside of view until needed, after the students
completed their answer. The teacher is able to manipulate the pull tab into view using the
SMARTboard and the touch of a finger. The pull tab housed the information of what most likely
was the cause for an incorrect answer for the teacher and students.
20

Figure 6: The example of a common error question with the use of a pull tab to give feedback to
the teacher and students.

By giving the teacher the information as to why students most likely got the answer
incorrect the intent was to front load the teacher with knowledge as to best prepare for student
responses. The goal was to remove the guesswork regarding what exactly the student did
incorrectly so the teacher could focus on how to best assist in student learning through modifying
her current instruction if needed.
Student Response System
In this study the SMART Student Response System was utilized for formative assessment
questions and used with the student self-assessment tool. The SMART Student Response
System was chosen because the teacher had easy access and familiarity to these tools. The
SMART Student Response System consists of a set (24) of SMART Clickers, a SMART
Receiver, SMART Teacher Tools software that works with the SMART Notebook software,
which was the vessel for the mathematics lesson and formative assessment, and the
SMARTboard for visual display. For this student response system to work and collect the points
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of data needed, you must have all components listed above. The SMART Clickers were used for
the students to have the ability to join a class, sign in, input their answers, and get feedback as to
if their answers were correct or incorrect. The SMART Receiver is the communication link
between the SMART Clickers and Teacher Tools software. The SMART Receiver accepts the
student input of information from the Clickers and passes it on to the SMART Teacher Tools.
The SMART Teacher Tools then collects the data and also displays it within SMART Notebook
for viewing. The next sections describe the SMART components and how they were
implemented.
SMART Teacher Tools
SMART teacher tools was the component that recorded and housed the data during
formative assessments. Within teacher tools you have the ability to tag students as well. This
way through teacher tools you can generate reports based on the tags you have created. An
example of the layout of teacher tools, student information, and the use of tags is shown in
Figure 7. The example shown is a fictional class used for demonstrative purposes.
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Figure 7: The fictitious class and students listed within SMART Teacher Tools. The bottom
portion of the figure displays specific student information and you can see that this student has
been tagged as a non-FRL, Free and Reduce Lunch, student.

SMART Notebook
The SMART Notebook component within the student response system is the driving
enterprise for the questions of the formative assessment. Earlier in this chapter I discussed the
process of the formative assessment questions and how they were built and displayed for student
and teacher view. This section focuses on how the formative assessment questions within the
SMART Notebook file were tied in with SMART Teacher Tools to collect data with the goal of
providing student and teacher feedback to improve student-assessment of learning.
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Within each lesson I had to add the formative assessment questions to the Notebook file.
I began by creating a title page for the two formative assessment questions, and then I created the
formative assessment questions. I accomplished this task by accessing the SMART Response
tab within the Notebook file (Figure 2). A title page was added for each lesson and tied the two
formative assessment questions together as one assessment. The title page (Figure 8) listed the
topic of study in the mathematics lesson, the section of the chapter, and page number to access
the beginning of that section. On the title page within the SMART Response Tab, there were
options to select. I selected to show results to students (through the SMART Clickers) after the
teacher stopped collecting results. I also chose to allow students to answer questions at their own
pace, knowing that the pace would be as a group based on teacher instruction. Through the title
page is also where the teacher could begin or end the formative assessment.
After the title page was created I added a question to a page, and chose Multiple Choice
type question for all formative assessment questions, as in Figure 9. In some cases I would type
in the question. In other cases, I created the question using a screen capture from the publisher’s
digital website; I would not have to type in the question. In this section I would also tag the
question with the Common Core Standard we were assessing as shown in Figure 9. With the
questions being tagged the teacher had the opportunity to generate student and class data based
on the specific standard if desired, but was not an implementation within this study.
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Figure 8: The title page within a SMART Notebook file. On the bottom right shows delivery
mode and feedback.

The next step in creating a Multiple Choice question within SMART Notebook, to work
with the student response system, was to select how many choices for the question. In my study
the number of choices for each question ranged between two and four. Next, using radio
buttons, I selected the correct answer and pressed finished to complete the question.
Once the question has been created the teacher can now see the properties of the question
and the answer key. The teacher can now choose to show or hide the answer key. If the teacher
chooses to show the answer key, the answer is displayed as well as the Common Core Standard
that was tagged to that question. Once the questions are created within the SMART Response
tab, they are automatically tied into the SMART Teacher Tools software.
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Figure 9: The choices of types of questions on the left. On the right at the top where you type in
your question if needed and below the Common Core Standard is tagged for this question.

I created the formative assessment questions to be built for display through the SMARTboard,
plus tied into SMART Response. The students were now able to use their clickers to respond to
the formative assessment questions and the data were sent to SMART Teacher Tools.
SMART Receiver and SMART Clickers
The SMART Clickers are a wireless remote and used for students to input their answers
as part of the formative assessment process. The teacher had the SMART Receiver in place to
accept their responses. The SMART Receiver was plugged into the teacher laptop through a
USB connection. The SMART Receiver linked directly to the SMART Notebook file that the
formative assessment was on and Teacher Tools. Through these connections is how the student
responses were recorded for the formative assessment.
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Student Procedures
MO Self-Assessment Sheets
In this study we integrated technology use and a self-assessment tool into the
mathematics classroom. Prior to this implementation I worked with the participating teacher to
set up procedures on how students would proceed with both components of this study. Earlier in
this chapter it was detailed how the MO was created and introduced. The next sections will
focus on how it was implemented during mathematics class time.
At the start of each mathematics lesson students received a copy of the MO sheet, adding
their name and date once received. The students used the MO sheets when completing the
formative assessment questions only, with the aim being to impact student self-assessment of
learning. Students first began working out the formative assessment problem either within their
textbook or on a separate sheet of paper using a pencil. Once students decided on their best
solution to the formative assessment question, using justification and explaining in detail they
began the top portion of the MO sheet (Appendix D).
The first part of the MO sheet focused on what the student is most confident about. As
discussed with the teacher prior to this study she had worked with her mathematics class for
students to find information in the word problem that is absolute. The next step in the MO sheet
was a simple reminder list asking students to check if their answer makes sense, if they showed
their work, and if they checked their work. Next students had a four point likert scale that
referenced the assessment criteria on the back of the MO sheet. The likert scale measured one to
four, with four meaning that their answer met all aspects of the assessment criteria, and one
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being that their answer met few aspects of the assessment criteria on the back of their MO sheet
(Appendix E).
Students next inputted their answers using SMART Clickers. Once all students have
answered the teacher stopped the question and the students received their results. Using their
MO sheets the students check if they scored incorrect or correct. From there they completed the
“Marvelous/Misconception” section of the MO sheet. This had students evaluate their work to
look for things they did well and search for their mistakes or misconceptions. Lastly, the
students completed the bottom question on what they learned for “future math awesomeness”.
This process was completed once for each of the two formative assessment questions for that
lesson.
SMART Clickers
Students would join the class and sign in using the SMART Clickers when mathematics
class time began. The SMART Clickers would stay on and signed in throughout the
mathematics lesson. The students would use the SMART Clickers to input their answers to the
formative assessment questions. When the teacher stopped the assessment the students received
the data if their answer choices were correct or incorrect. The SMART Clickers also showed a
“Grade”. It was discussed and made clear to the students by the teacher that the formative
assessment questions were not taken for a grade.
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Figure 10: The progression of a student signing in, inputting their answers, and the feedback
sent through a SMART Clicker.

Teacher Procedures
The teacher procedures centered on the two question formative assessment, student
response system, and providing time for the students to complete the MO sheet. The first
formative assessment question occurred around the mid-point of the lesson and the second
formative assessment question towards the end. For the student response system the teacher
needed to start and stop each assessment. Also, the timing of the feedback from the student
response system was critical because the students needed to complete the top portion of the MO
sheet and then receive the feedback from the student response system. The formative assessment
gave both teacher and student the opportunity to adjust and evaluate student learning. The
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student can use the data from the student response systems and their reflection within their MO
sheets as well as using their assessment criteria examples to adjust their learning.
The goal of formative assessment is to provide an enlightened determination of student
learning as it is happening. The benefit is that this occurs as instruction is taking place, and can
be modified to best meet the needs of the student at that juncture based on the formative
assessment data. When a teacher and class use a student response system the teacher holds that
data at their fingertips. The smart response system provided feedback to both student and
teacher. For the student the feedback from the student response system was minimal and for
students to move forward in their learning they needed more, in this study we used a selfassessment tool. The information for each formative assessment that was housed in the pull tab,
gave teacher information to best prepare for student incorrect responses. With that information
prior to teaching a lesson and the feedback from the student response system for the formative
assessment questions the teacher now has options to remediate or excel in real time during
instruction.
The component driving the feedback for a teacher in the student response system was
SMART Notebook. It was found after completing lesson one in this study that the formative
assessment needed to be modified. By including a Title Page for the formative assessment
questions, in the SMART Notebook file, the two questions were tied together. The problem that
arose from this set up was that to get feedback for question one in the formative assessment you
had to complete both questions in the student response system. This clearly was a conflict within
our procedures for completing the student self-assessment MO sheet, as the feedback from the
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student response system needed to take place for each question at a specific time. The conflict
was remedied by deleting the Title Page. Now the two formative assessment questions were
independent of each other within the lesson.
With the formative assessment questions corrected and independent of one another the
students could get the data they needed, and the teacher could access the data as well. The
SMART Response tab gives the teacher the feature to access data for the class or for individual
students. Figure 11 shows how class data can look while students are inputting their answers, as
well as when they are finished. The teacher has the option to show the class data in a pie graph
or bar graph. This is a quick reference for a teacher to see, as a class, where her students are in
their learning.

Figure 11: SMART Notebook file shows the pie graph of the data for student responses.

Through the formative assessment utilizing the SMART response system the teacher had
access to specific student data. Figure 12 shows an example of student data the teacher can view
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once they stop the question through the smart response system in the SMART Notebook file.
The “Details” provide the name of the student their answer choice and the duration of time spent
on the question. In this study “Duration” of time was insignificant because when the teacher
started the question, the student most likely had their answer ready to input. The teacher also
had the option to export the results of both questions from the formative assessment into one
excel file with the question data stored on two separate sheets within the same file. Exporting to
Excel allows the teacher the ability to save that data. Exporting the data was not part of the
study, but the teacher did have prior knowledge of that feature before the study began. Appendix
F demonstrates an example of what the data would look like if exported to excel.
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Figure 12: Specific student data from formative assessment within SMART Notebook file.

This study integrated technology with formative assessment methods and a student selfassessment tool. The MO student self-assessment tool was built to be the driving force for
student evaluation of learning through the instructional method of formative classroom
assessment. The goal of these interconnected components was to work in unison to influence
student assessment of learning.
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Data Collection
Data were collected from formative assessments, teacher reflections, student MO sheets,
and student and focus group interviews. During data collection all materials were kept locked
and secured. The data were stored in the fifth grade classroom. The only persons to have access
were myself, and the classroom teacher through collection of the data. All data were destroyed
at the end of the study. The same students participated in the focus group and student interviews.
The sample of five students was chosen by the teacher.
Within this study there were two focus group interviews. The focus group sessions were
recorded through a video recording device. The focus group consisted of all five students from
our sample concurrently. Each focus group session was planned for three to five questions, but
as the sessions transpired other questions were posed based on student answers. A list of guiding
questions for the focus groups is provided in Appendix G. The focus group sessions were study
related and optional for the participant; they extended beyond regular classroom expectations.
The setting for the focus group interviews was in a fifth grade science lab classroom. The focus
group interviews took place during Special Area time (Physical Education, Music, Art etc.). The
time designated for the focus group sessions were no longer than 45 minutes.
The teacher was responsible for completing three reflections. This reflection piece was
given at the beginning, middle, and end of the study. The time to complete each individual
reflection prompt was no longer than one hour. These reflections were voluntary for the teacher.
A list of the teacher reflection questions is provided in Appendix H.
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The student MO sheets were collected at the end of each mathematics lesson and kept in
a three-ring binder using tabs for organization of each section of the Go Math! Common Core
chapter. The formative assessment questions for each section of the chapter plus the publisher’s
digital screen capture pages were located within one SMART Notebook file. Once the teacher
completed the last lesson the SMART Notebook file with all of her modifications it was returned
to me for data.
Within this study there were two student interview sessions. The student interviews were
recorded through my laptop using Audacity software. The student interviews consisted of all
five students from our sample individually. Each student interview was planned for three to five
questions, but as the session transpired more questions were posed based on student answers.
The questions are provided in Appendix I. The student interviews were study related and
optional for the participant; they extended beyond regular classroom expectations. The setting
for the student interview one was in the participating teacher’s fifth grade classroom. The other
setting used for student interview two was in a fifth grade science lab classroom. The student
interviews took place during Special Area time (Physical Education, Music, Art etc.). The time
designated for each student interview was no longer than eight minutes.
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DATA ANALYSIS
This study focused on the use of formative assessment in the classroom. I enhanced the
existing formative assessment instructional method by integrating a student response system, and
used a student self-assessment tool with formative assessments. The goal of this study was to
examine the above components to see how they might affect student self-assessment of learning.
For this study three sets of data were analyzed. I used focus group and individual student
interviews, teacher reflections, and the actual student self-assessment tool (MO sheet) to gather
data. The hope was for these three types of data, collected through qualitative methods, to
provide triangulation to determine confirmation of an impact on student self-assessment. I
adapted a figure from Oliver-Hoyo & Allen (2006) as seen in Figure 13. This visual assisted me
with understanding the concept of triangulated design.

Figure 13: Triangulated design for data collection, adapted from Oliver-Hoyo & Allen, 2006.
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On the outer vertices of the large triangle lay the three modes of data collection: student and
focus group interviews, teacher reflections, and the MO sheet. These three modes of data
collection exhibited how the different components implemented in this study, and along the
edges of the blue triangle, possibly influenced student self-assessment, our driving question in
this study.
Self-Assessment Tool: The Modus Operandi (MO)
The MO sheet was the self-assessment tool the students used in this study, and is
provided in Appendix D and E. The self-assessment tool was generated because of the need to
create valuable feedback from formative assessments, since the feedback from the student
response system of a right or wrong answer was insufficient. I modeled the construction of the
MO sheet after the research conducted by Fastre, van der Klink, Sluijsmans, and van
Merrienboer (2012). The first step for student self-assessment is selecting relevant performance
criteria. In this study the assessment criteria was designed between the teacher and I, based off
of 5th Grade Math Journals. The time spent working with the assessment criteria as a class at the
beginning of the study provided clear performance criteria for the students as described in
chapter three. Step two of student self-assessment is judging the extent to which performance of
learning tasks meets relevant criteria. In this study the MO sheet consisted of a four point scale
to give clear direction of the assessment criteria that described a high level of performance
(Marzano, 2007). This scale was completed prior to students attaining knowledge of if their
solution was correct or incorrect. The students also completed a marvelous/misconception
section on the MO describing what they did well, and where their possible faults may have been.
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The marvelous section consisted of students finding aspects of their work or thought process that
they did well. The students wrote down these marvelous items, with the purpose of showing that
even if their answer was incorrect there were still parts of their solution that they did well. The
misconception section had students focus on where they may have made their mistake if
incorrect. The final step of student self-assessment is identifying areas for improvement that are
to be addressed in future learning tasks. In this study the students completed the “What did you
learn for future math awesomeness?” section. The students were directed to complete this
section whether their answer was correct or incorrect.
An area that some students showed possession of careful thinking was the top section of
the MO for “what are some things you know for sure?” My goal for this section was for the
students to dissect the mathematics problem they were working on. By focusing on what the
students knew for sure in the problem, the goal would be that it would be easier for them to see
what they had to solve. In this section I saw strategies being used of taking facts directly from
the question and using that text to build their knowledge of the question. Some students just
went straight to creating an equation. A few students showed a level of understanding by
discussing if their answer was greater or less than the use of a benchmark mixed number.
An affirmation of student self-assessment being influenced came from analyzing the
relationships within the MO sheet. I was especially interested in the students that chose a 3 (met
most aspects of assessment criteria) or a 4 (met all aspects) but ended up getting the formative
assessment question incorrect. This occurred only twelve times out of approximately 200
opportunities throughout the study. This shows a level of soundness in judgment of the
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assessment criteria on the part of the students, meaning that the students judged fairly if they met
the aspects of the assessment criteria or not. After being fairly confident in their answer, were
these students able to see their misconception? And did they learn anything for future math
awesomeness? By looking into these aspects I am examined how the students evaluated where
they made their mistakes, and what they learned for future learning. Figure 14 shows student
work from an MO sheet. In this example you notice that the student was having trouble in
question one, but she gets specific in her misconception in that she is confused as to what the
question is asking.

Figure 14: Student work from MO sheet.
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This student was able to pinpoint her problem, not just saying, “I don’t get it.” This student has
found her misconception and judging by her attitude in question two was able to remedy her
trouble.
Table 1 displays the twelve MO sheet responses that indicated that the students were
confident that they met the assessment criteria but their solution was incorrect. Students C, D, F,
G, H, I, and J demonstrated specific misconceptions, in their work. In the future math
awesomeness section, Student A showed that the student was using part of the Reminder from
the MO of, “Does your answer make sense?” Student E, noticed that it wasn’t quite a
mathematics mistake that gave her an incorrect answer.
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Table 1: MO student response of twelve with high scale choice, but incorrect solution.

Data from the MO sheet also showed some clear examples of students referring to the
assessment criteria. In one student’s marvelous section she wrote, “I met all aspects.” This
student was referring to meeting all aspects of the assessment criteria. Another student for future
math awesomeness wrote, “Check my work and use AC (assessment criteria) to help.”
Within the MO sheets there was what I refer to as commonplace thoughts. Students
writing a general response on what they will work on for future math awesomeness, at times
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responded with commonplace thoughts. Some commonplace thoughts would be: show my work,
read carefully, check my work, stay focused, pay attention, work harder, and take my time. Most
commonplace thoughts occurred with students who had correct answers. It is logical that if your
answer was correct, you most likely did not have any misconceptions so it would be tough to
have a specific response for future math awesomeness. Commonplace thoughts did not get
specific on correcting any misconceptions.
Some students showed clear thoughtfulness on how they could improve for future math
awesomeness. The list below refers to students responses for future math awesomeness. Not all
of these from the list are necessarily task specific, but it does give a sense of moving their
learning forward.
That making mistakes is okay.
A new method of math!!
I learn for future math by doing easy steps for the future.
You can listen to your classmates too, not just your teacher.
How to multiply fractions, I can be confident with this.
Don’t look at the answers before your done work it out first.
That sometimes improper fractions help you get the answer.
I learned a new way to figure it out
I learned to follow all steps
Always check your work. You might find a mess up.
A new way of learning.
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That you can use models and no models for the same problems.
Focus Group & Individual Student Interviews
The second aspect of data chosen to provide triangulation in this qualitative research
study was individual student and focus group interviews. This study used a sample of five
students to partake in the focus group and student interviews. I used interviews to, “gain insight
into lived experiences, learn the perspectives of individuals participating in a study and discover
the nuance in stories” (Jacob & Ferguson, 2012, p. 1). The student interviews were used as a
way to attain the students’ opinions on what was happening in their classroom throughout the
study, Table 2 below, shows the responses of the first individual student interview and Table 3
shows responses from the second individual student interview. The first interview took place at
the beginning of the study, and the second interview was towards the end of the study. In certain
cells of the table there is text that says Follow Up: and then lists a question. In these instances I
asked a follow up question to that student. The follow up question occurred if I felt the student
had more to say but maybe holding back, or for clarification of his or her original response.
There was correlation from the student interviews showing students able to improve for
future learning tasks. When Student A was asked question two for student interview 1 (Table 2),
if she had been active in her learning and if she thought it was better to do problems and find out
if the answer was correct or incorrect, she responded, “…if you explain how you got it wrong
you will know what you need to fix next time.” This was an example of how using formative
assessments paired with the MO sheet and student response system affected student selfassessment of learning. Also from student interview 1 Student B responded that using the
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Clickers in formative assessment will help her see what she needs to work on. From the student
interviews there was evidence that students were able to ascertain their areas for improvement
through identifying their misconceptions. During student interview 2, in question 1 Student A
responded by, “…once I saw what I got wrong, it helped me.” Student C in question 1 student
interview 1 described that it helped her understand more when she focused in on the mistakes she
made. Student B in student interview 2, question 1, described that she just needs a “list of stuff
to do”. The assessment criterion on the MO sheet had guidelines for targeted performance best
mathematics practice (McMillan & Hearn, 2008). I asked Student B if the list she was referring
to would be the assessment criteria and she confirmed yes. By using the assessment criteria
students were evaluating their own solutions to a common ideal of a best mathematics answer.
During student interviews some students stated that they could now mentally remember
to do steps within the MO sheet, specifically from the Reminder Box of does your answer make
sense?, did you show your work?, and lastly did you check your work?. This deliberate practice
of self-assessment transitioning to an intrinsic alertness of student best practices corroborates an
influence on student self-assessment.
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Table 2: Student Interview 1
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Table 3: Student Interview 2
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In this research study interviews were also utilized in a focus group setting. The focus
groups consisted of all five students from the student interviews but in one collective interview
session. The focus group was a good switch from the individual student interview because the
students’ thoughts could be engaged by what other students shared in the discussion. In this
study there were two focus group sessions. These focus group sessions occurred within the first
and last quarter of the study. A focus group session lasted no more than 45 minutes and had
three to five questions. A list of the focus group questions is in Appendix G.
During the focus group sessions, student discussions brought up the use of feedback and
how it was provided during the formative assessment. The main points of discussion for
feedback were:
they (students) could see where they made mistakes quicker, without waiting a week
if we (students) took a quiz it (feedback) would take longer to get back and you forget
what you were working on
would not remember what we were thinking that day when answering the questions.
The students seemed to feel that to best impact self-assessment students need immediate
feedback.
Another unifying motif that rang out during the focus group sessions was the use of the
assessment criteria on the back of the MO sheet. Students were asked if the examples for the
assessment criteria helped when using the MO. Some student responses were: yes gives you the
idea of what you can do, I would look on the back and see, “oh I need to do that, not this.”
telling you what to do on the back (the list of best math practices), above the ways to figure it
out, helps me because I can see if I did everything and if I didn’t do everything I can do it to get
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the answer correct This discussion shows that students were using the assessment criteria to
judge if their learning met mathematical best practices discussed as a class at the beginning of
the study. Some students used the examples of other students that showed mathematical best
practices. Another student was able to evaluate her work based off of the list of evidence of
understanding the mathematics concept. These student responses display how students were able
to evaluate how their performance met the assessment criteria. The interview process, both
individual and focus group, gave insight into what the students were thinking and how they felt
about the components used in this study. The process provided invaluable data from the
perspectives of the students, which were important to see.
Teacher Reflections
The student interviews provided information from the student perspective. The purpose
of the teacher reflection was to get an idea of the study from an educator’s perspective. A list of
the teacher reflection questions and responses can be found in Appendix H. There were three
teacher reflections conducted at the beginning, middle, and end of the study. The teacher
reflections consisted of three to five questions and should not take longer than 45 minutes to
complete.
Within reflection 1 the teacher described her definition of student self-assessment. To
her student self-assessment was: if students are given the time, the modeling and the practice
opportunities to develop their own ability to thoughtfully question how they are doing, and what
they can do to improve. The teacher went on to describe that if done correctly she believes that it
will lead to further success with content and self-motivation. As the students continually
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implemented the MO sheet the teacher noticed that the students were: talking more about their
learning, students with lower mathematics ability felt more confident, and students with lower
mathematics ability were able to pinpoint where they had their misconception. The teacher
described a moment in class when a student shared his response to what they would learn for
future math awesomeness? The teacher’s description of the student response was (student
dialogue) using a model was really more helpful than he ever thought, and that he will use them
more often in the future for solving multiplying fractions. The student had been in the teacher’s
mathematics class all year, and never had this thought process until working with the MO sheet.
In using the student response system the teacher communicated that it increased
engagement and integrating the technology led to student buy in of the task. The teacher
communicated that in using the student response system students wanted to know why they got
the answer wrong paired with a desire to address an incorrect answer which was not evident
previously. The teacher described when students saw that they missed a question through the
student response system, they started flipping through their notes to check their work to try and
figure out why their answer was incorrect.
The teacher reflections also depicted implementing formative assessments. The teacher
described formative assessment as a non-threatening, non-graded assessment that took pressure
off of students. The teacher explained what she meant by taking pressure off of students, as the
teacher having the knowledge of student results on formative assessments, this took the pressure
off of students to speak up or ask questions if they had an incorrect solution. With the teacher
knowing how each student answered, students who scored wrong actually expected the teacher to
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check in with them and were more open to discussion. The teacher described her mini
assessments during a lesson as being a mind reader. Through the design of formative
assessment within this study the teacher can see which students need attending to without a
crystal ball. As described in chapter three, the formative assessment questions stemmed from the
common error or PARCC Test Prep Coach questions. The teacher described that before this
study she was reluctant to implement these types of questions and when students usually got to
them at the end of the lesson many ran into trouble. Her reasoning is that throughout a lesson
before the study she was unable to notice that the students were having trouble. By the time they
got to a challenging question, the frustration from students was clear. Through using the
formative assessment question I set up, which gave feedback from the pull-tab for both teacher
and student, the teacher now meets these questions head on with confidence because she is able
to see where her students are in their learning.
All three forms of data provided insight to how formative assessment, student response
system, and a student self-assessment tool affected a teacher and her students. Students gave
opinions and insight of the three components using their MO sheets, as well as during individual
student and focus group interviews. Teacher reflections added to the wealth of data by weighing
in from an educators point of view on how this study impacted her students as well as her
instruction. The goal of this study was to see if implementing formative assessment with a
student response system and student self-assessment tool had an effect on student selfassessment.
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CONCLUSION
Introduction
In this action research study I worked to answer the question, “How does my practice of
facilitating formative assessments using a student response system with a fifth grade teacher and
students affect student assessment of learning?” This study implemented formative assessments
with a student response system and a student self-assessment tool into one cohesive experience
for teacher and student. In this chapter I will examine the results, consider possible implications,
and give advisement to future study.
Results
I found that student self-assessment was impacted by the implementation of formative
assessment with a student response system. In this study both teacher and students benefited.
The participating teacher was able to modify her instruction to best meet the needs of her
students based on the data displayed from using the student response system with the formative
assessment questions. In the beginning of the study, the participating teacher did not have a clear
understanding of the value of the student data during instruction. After the first lesson the
teacher did not use formative assessments to adjust instruction. Instead the teacher waited until
after school to print out the excel spreadsheet to view the class data. From this spreadsheet she
highlighted and worked planned on checking in with a few students the next day. The concept of
being able to use that data during instruction took deliberate practice. Through more discussions
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she quickly caught on and implemented formative assessments using the student response data to
adjust instruction as needed.
The participating teacher noticed when using the self-assessment tool there was an
increase in students talking about their learning, students were able to pinpoint their mistakes,
and had an increased desire to fix incorrect responses. These aspects all influenced studentassessment of learning. The desire to fix incorrect responses impacts student motivation, as they
are striving to do their best, not because of an abstract grade but for learning.
Just a simple reminder box, is that all they need? Through the student and focus group
interviews it became evident that for many of the students a valuable part of the MO sheet was
the reminder box that asked: Does your answer make sense? Did you show your work? Did you
check your work? This may have influenced students by slowing them down and reminding
them to check their work to make sure they met the assessment criteria to the best of their ability.
Another insight gained from the interviews was that students were able to implement the
reminder box mentally or independently.
Implications
Literature has revealed that formative assessments can impact student learning (Black
and Wiliam, 1998). For formative assessment to best be implemented students need
instantaneous feedback (Barker, 2011), a tool that can provide such feedback is a student
response system. Literature also shows that a student self-assessment tool is used for students to
evaluate their own leaning and can lead to academic success (Bercher, 2012).
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The self-assessment tool (MO sheet) used in this study was created to provide student
feedback, that enhanced the feedback provided through the student response system and helped
move student learning forward while also judging performance to set criteria. The MO sheet was
developed for students to provoke thought and directives of action during their formative
assessment. Self-assessment brings forth a movement to transition a wrong answer from just
another red mark on a paper to an opportunity for learning and growth. As educators we want
our students to be independent self-evaluative learners, but what steps do we take to get the
students to that point? This study has shown that in the case of students in this fifth grade class,
a student’s ability to self-assess their learning in a meaningful way takes practice, and practice
takes time. The participating teacher described that during the beginning of the implementation
of the student self-assessment tool it took a great deal of time to work through it, but the benefit
paid off as students aptitude at finding their misconceptions became easier and their desire to fix
their mistakes improved.
What do the results mean for assessment? This study took formative assessment and
blended it with technology and a student self-assessment tool thus creating a classroom
atmosphere of using assessment for the purpose of learning. The assessment components in this
study were assessments that involved active participation from the student. Formative
assessment is a low stakes assessment with its root goal for students and teacher to use the data
to modify learning (Brookhart, 2010). In formative assessment there was no concern by the
student participants of how their grade might be affected, no concern that if they didn’t do well
they may have to be in an afterschool remedial program. The participating teacher described that
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formative assessment gave the students in this study the comfort and freedom to take risks,
because it was non-threatening and non-graded. In education there is always a need to assess
learning, but how we assess and what we do with that data needs the student to be a full
participant (Brookhart, 2010)
There are many student implications, but a teacher implication is continuous professional
development on the instructional method of formative assessment. A greater knowledge of any
skill will only lead to better understanding of how to use it. As described earlier the teacher had
confusion on how to utilize the tools to best achieve instant formative assessment. Through our
discussions we were able to remedy this quickly.
Different variables had an acting influence on the research of this study. A variable of
influence would be students’ mathematics ability. Some students consistently got answers
correct, the self-assessment sheet had finding misconceptions and reflecting on what you learned
from fixing them at its core. But what if the students didn’t have any misconceptions? What if
there was consistently nothing to fix? Would the students learn anything for future math
awesomeness? Research connected to this aspect of this study is still needed. For those students
in this study described above, it was a challenge to make the MO sheet relevant. The
participating teacher explained how with those students she would lead them to contend with the
mathematics problem in a different way. For example if those students were using
representational models, she would challenge them to move to an abstract algorithm to solve the
problem. This strategy pushed students out of their comfort zones to take risks in their
mathematics learning.
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Limitations
A limitation in this study was the time of year this study took place. This study took
place in May and June of 2013, towards the end of the school year. The use of the MO sheet
may have brought different results if this study had taken place at the beginning of the school
year. At the point of year that this study had taken place social norms and mathematical norms
had already been established. The students understood their teacher’s expectations, and the
teacher had already earned their trust, which made for an easy transition to using the MO sheet.
On the other hand implementing the components of this study from the beginning of the year
could likely have a greater effect on student self-assessment.
A problem that I encountered in this study was the error in creating the formative
assessment questions within the SMART Notebook file for the teacher to have the ability to see
student answer choices immediately during the formative assessment. This issue only occurred
for one lesson, and was a learning experience for both myself and the teacher. Once corrected
the teacher had access to the student data and could now use it to differentiate to best address
student needs at that moment in the lesson.
Recommendations
“Self-assessment is a key element in formative assessment because it involves students in
thinking about the quality of their own work” (Andrade and Valtcheva, 2009, p. 12). Results
showed an increase in students’ ability to pinpoint where their misconception laid, their ability to
use the assessment criteria, as well as an increased desire to want to know why they got an
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answer wrong. Some recommendations for future research would be when and how long to
implement this type of study as well as the evolution of student self-assessment.
For future research I suggest starting the self-assessment process at the beginning of the
school year. I also suggest implementing a study of this nature over a longer duration of time,
instead of just a five week period. For example after using a self-assessment tool over a three
month period of time, what does the self-assessment tool look like? Have students developed
any changes or modifications after using it for that long of a period? Is there a point where
students are ready to wean off of having to complete their self-assessment sheet and those skills
and thought processes have become intrinsic?
This study focused on student self-assessment, but within the right classroom culture it
may be able to evolve into peer-assessment. If a study begins with self-assessment is it a natural
occurrence to progress to peer-assessment or will the teacher have to implement some sort of
deliberate practice for that transition?
How do the components (formative assessment, student response system, self-assessment
tool) of this study influence summative assessment? This study looked at how assessment for
learning paired with a student response system and student self-assessment tool can impact a
classroom, but does this instructional method using these three components impact the
measurement of student achievement?
Summary
Formative assessment was the driving force within this study and students and teacher
both benefited. According to the data the student response system was an effective tool to use in
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conjunction with formative assessment to provide instant feedback for teacher and students.
Student self-assessment is a powerful skill and has been the tool that has influenced student selfassessment during formative assessments. All three components are employable individually but
when implemented together as seen in this study, each component complements the others to
improve students’ self-assessment of their learning. Is that not something we should be striving
for in our classrooms, to benefit all?
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Formative Assessment: Benefit for All
Informed Consent
Principal Investigator:

William V. Wallace

Faculty Supervisor:

Juli K. Dixon, PhD

Investigational Site: St. Cloud Elementary School
2701 Budinger Avenue
St. Cloud, FL 34769
How to Return this Consent Form:
To return this consent form please have your child turn it in to Mrs. Wallace.
Introduction: Researchers at the University of Central Florida (UCF) study many topics. To do
this we need the help of people who agree to take part in a research study. You are being asked
to allow your child to take part in a research study which will include about 25 people. Your
child is being invited to take part in this research study because he or she is a 5th grade student at
St. Cloud Elementary School in Mrs. Wallace’s Mathematics classroom. Bill Coffman,
administrator, and Carrie-Jo Wallace, classroom teacher, have given permission for this research
study to be conducted.
The person doing this research is William V. Wallace of the UCF Department of Education,
Lockheed Martin Academy. Because the researcher is a Masters student he is being guided by
Dr. Juli Dixon a UCF faculty supervisor in the Department of Education.
What you should know about a research study:
 Someone will explain this research study to you.
 A research study is something you volunteer for.
 Whether or not you take part is up to you.
 You should allow your child to take part in this study only because you want to.
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You can choose not to take part in the research study.
You can agree to take part now and later change your mind.
Whatever you decide it will not be held against you or your child.
Feel free to ask all the questions you want before you decide.

Purpose of the research study: The purpose of this study is to fill in the gap of formative
assessment and its impact on instruction and to develop student ownership of learning by
implementing a student self-assessment tool.
What your child will be asked to do in the study: Your child will be asked to complete a
“modus operandi” self-assessment sheet. The goal of the “modus operandi” is to develop skills
for your child to evaluate their own learning. Some examples of these skills are: a student
identifying their weak points, checking they did their very best to answer all parts of the math
question. The time it would take to complete the “modus operandi” should not be longer than
ten minutes.
Additionally your child may be asked to be part of a select group to take part in three interview
sessions and two focus group question sessions. These sessions will be no longer than 45
minutes. This study will not have an impact on your child’s grades or their amount of time on
academic tasks. Your child does not have to answer every question or complete every task. You
or your child will not lose any benefits if your child skips questions or tasks.
Location: The location of this study is in your child’s 5th grade classroom at St. Cloud
Elementary.
Time required: We expect that your child will be in this research study for no longer than 5
weeks from May – June 2013.
Audio or video recording:
Your child may be audio or video recorded during this study. If you do not want your child to be
recorded, your child will not be recorded and will not be part of the interviews or focus groups.
If your child is recorded, the recordings will be kept in a locked, safe place. The recordings will
be erased or destroyed when the study has been concluded.
Risks:
There are no expected risks for taking part in this study. There are no reasonably foreseeable
risks or discomforts involved in taking part in this study.
Benefits: There are no expected benefits to your child for taking part in this study.
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Compensation or payment:
There is no compensation, payment or extra credit for your child’s part in this study.

Confidentiality: We will limit your personal data collected in this study. Efforts will be made to
limit your child’s personal information by using pseudonyms when disseminating the data and to
people who have a need to review this information. The only organizations that may inspect and
copy your information include the IRB and other representatives of UCF.
Study contact for questions about the study or to report a problem: If you have questions,
concerns, or complaints, or think the research has hurt your child talk to William V. Wallace,
Graduate Student, College of Education, Lockheed Martin Academy, (407) 870-4669 or Dr. Juli Dixon,
Faculty Supervisor (407) 823-4140, Department of Health Professions at (407) 823-2233 or by email at
healthpro@ucf.edu.

IRB contact about you and your child’s rights in the study or to report a complaint:
Research at the University of Central Florida involving human participants is carried out under
the oversight of the Institutional Review Board (UCF IRB). This research has been reviewed
and approved by the IRB. For information about the rights of people who take part in research,
please contact: Institutional Review Board, University of Central Florida, Office of Research &
Commercialization, 12201 Research Parkway, Suite 501, Orlando, FL 32826-3246 or by
telephone at (407) 823-2901. You may also talk to them for any of the following:
 Your questions, concerns, or complaints are not being answered by the research team.
 You cannot reach the research team.
 You want to talk to someone besides the research team.
 You want to get information or provide input about this research.
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Your signature below indicates your permission for the child named below to take part in this
research.

DO NOT SIGN THIS FORM AFTER THE IRB EXPIRATION DATE
BELOW

Name of participant

Signature of parent or guardian

Date
 Parent
 Guardian (See note below)

Printed name of parent or guardian


Assent

 Obtained

Note on permission by guardians: An individual may provide permission for a child only if that individual can
provide a written document indicating that he or she is legally authorized to consent to the child’s general
medical care. Attach the documentation to the signed document.
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EXPLANATION OF RESEARCH
Title of Project: Formative Assessment: Benefit for All
Principal Investigator: William V. Wallace
Other Investigators:
Faculty Supervisor: Juli K. Dixon, PhD
You are being invited to take part in a research study. Whether you take part is up to you.


The purpose of this study is to fill in the gap of formative assessment and its impact on
instruction and to develop student ownership of learning by implementing a student selfassessment tool.



You will be asked to complete three separate written reflections responding to set
questions related the research design. The reflections will be spread out throughout the
research study. You do not have to answer every question or complete every task. You
will not lose any benefits if you skip questions or tasks.



We expect that the time required in this research study for no longer than 5 weeks from
May – June 2013. The expected time needed to complete the three reflection prompts
should be no longer than 60 minutes per reflection prompt.

Study contact for questions about the study or to report a problem
If you have questions, concerns, or complaints, you may talk to William V. Wallace, Graduate
Student, College of Education, Lockheed Martin Academy, (407) 870-4669 or Dr. Juli Dixon,
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Faculty Supervisor (407) 823-4140, Department of Health Professions at (407) 823-2233 or by
email at healthpro@ucf.edu.
IRB contact about your rights in the study or to report a complaint: Research at the
University of Central Florida involving human participants is carried out under the oversight of
the Institutional Review Board (UCF IRB). This research has been reviewed and approved by the
IRB. For information about the rights of people who take part in research, please contact:
Institutional Review Board, University of Central Florida, Office of Research &
Commercialization, 12201 Research Parkway, Suite 501, Orlando, FL 32826-3246 or by
telephone at (407) 823-2901.
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APPENDIX E: MODUS OPERANDI (SELF-ASSESSMENT SHEET)
ASSESSMENT CRITERIA WITH STUDENT EXAMPLES
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APPENDIX F: EXPORTING FORMATIVE ASSESSMENT DATA TO
MICROSOFT EXCEL
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Focus Group 1 Questions:

Focus Group 2 Questions:
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APPENDIX H: TEACHER REFLECTION QUESTIONS & RESPONSES
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Reflection One Question & Responses:
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Reflection Two Question & Responses:
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Reflection Three Questions & Responses:
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APPENDIX I: STUDENT INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
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Student Interview 1:

Student Interview 2
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